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Abstract: Hospital Management Information System (HMIS) was a proficient tool to improve the quality of care by increasing the services effectiveness and efficiency in hospital. Unfortunately, the utilization of HMIS in developing countries was yet to be maximized when compared to that in developed countries. This study aimed to identify the critical success factor in implementing HMIS through SWOT (Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, and Threat) analysis. SWOT analysis is a powerful approach for evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of an entity from internal perspective, as well as the opportunities and threats from external perspective. The analysis showed that HMIS have the ability to provide more accurate data, timely available, faster documentation retrieval compared to paper-based system, and those considered as the HMIS implementation strengths. Competition in the hospital industry and government policies open the opportunity for immediate implementation of HMIS. Despite the benefits from implementing HMIS, the transition from the old to the new system has been rather slow. The hospital readiness from extra funding need, lack of skilled personnel, inadequate infrastructure to support system were a form of HMIS implementation weaknesses. External factors such as existing culture, technologies providers which underestimated healthcare complexity, also lack of communication and collaboration across organization became an obstacle that threatens HMIS implementation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of information technology system in health services environment, can be seen by looking at various innovation that involved information technology system inside [1]. Hospitals as health providers need to improve the quality of care in order to deliver better services to patients [2]. The involvement of information technology system to increase the quality of care, can be achieved with the use of Hospital Management Information System [3]-[4].

Hospital Management Information System (HMIS) was an information technology system which can support the health services in hospital to provide more effective and efficient services [3]. Globally, HMIS implemented to increase the quality of services by providing good-quality data, which can be used as reliable information source for decision making [1].

Between developed and developing countries, there were differences in the HMIS implementation [3]-[5]. The progress of HMIS implementation in developed countries runs more smoothly compared to that in developing countries. This phenomenon generally caused by the differences of hospitals readiness in developing countries to adopt Information Technology in their services [3]-[4]-[5]. Despite the lack of readiness in execute HMIS in developing countries, there were some factors which encourage hospitals to immediately implement HMIS. Competition inside hospitals industry became one of the driving factors which stimulate every hospital to give the best services for the patients, and that can be achieved with HMIS support [3]. Some developing countries have policies issued by the government to appeal every hospital to implement HMIS [1]-[3]-[4]-[6].

Deep understanding of HMIS was necessary to understand the significance of implementing HMIS and advantages and disadvantages that came with it. Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, and Threat (SWOT) analysis can be a powerful approach to identify the Critical Success Factors (CSF’s) in HMIS implementation. SWOT analysis usually used to evaluate and identify an organization from each element. However, SWOT analysis can also be used to evaluate information technology system [7]-[8].

This study aimed to identify Critical Success Factors (CSF’s) on HMIS implementation in developing countries. SWOT analysis was used as a tool to identify each CSF. Developing countries that used in this study were Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, India, and Kenya [7]-[8].

II. METHODOLOGY

Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, and Threat (SWOT) Analysis was used to determine the internal and external factor in the implementation of Hospital Management Information System (HMIS). Internal factors consist of strengths and weaknesses, while external factors consist of opportunities and threat. Data were collected by carrying out literature review from ProQuest, IOP Science, EBSCOhost, Emerald Insight and Science Direct within year 2010-2019. Evidence which showed the advantages of HMIS implementation within internal setting will be categorized as strength, while the disadvantages within internal setting will be categorized as weakness.
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Evidence which showed the advantages of HMIS implementation within external setting will be categorized as opportunities and the disadvantages will be categorized as threat.

Evidences that consistently appeared in most of the literature will be used as components which can determine the Critical Success Factors (CSF’s) in the implementation of HMIS. CSF’s were categorized by dividing them into internal perspective from strength and weakness analysis, and external perspective from opportunities and threat analysis.

III. RESULT

A. SWOT Analysis

Various aspects affected the implementation of Hospital Management Information System (HMIS). Starting from internal aspect, such as the user proficiency, technology quality, infrastructure, system integration, until external aspects such as government involvement, HMIS provider, healthcare services culture, user training, etc. The following is a list of the results for each SWOT analysis elements regarding to HMIS implementation:

1) Strengths of HMIS Implementation in developing countries

Most of the studies showed HMIS can improve the effectiveness and efficiency of services. Technically by providing better data, timely available, human error reduction, and can cut user work time compared to paper-based system [1]-[3]-[5]-[9]. The ability of HMIS to provide faster documentation retrieval and high data accuracy enable hospital officer to reduce patients waiting times, manage resources better, and enhanced accountability in hospital [3].

Research in Kenya showed HMIS that was implemented in that country was user-friendly [3]. User-friendly system was necessary so that user will learn new system easier [10]. Less user-friendly system would lead to hospital workers resistance in learning and implementing new HMIS [9]. In Thailand, the internet connection was considered as speedier than other developing countries which enable HMIS to operate better [6].

Medical error and adverse drug reaction caused by illegible prescription when using conventional prescription could also be reduced [5]. In Malaysia, Physician and other medical personnel confirmed that much more information they can get in one place compared to conventional paper-based method [10]. In India HMIS provide system-generated appointment reminders which can improve patient follow-up [5].

2) Weaknesses of HMIS implementation in developing countries

Compared to developed countries there were still many obstacles preventing successful HMIS implementation [3]-[9]. In Kenya, despite of the benefit when using HMIS, health data provided by HMIS was barely used by hospital officer for service delivery and decision making [3]. Almost all workers from all countries used in this study have lacking computer skills, which affect their work [5]. Some HMIS in Indonesia was not integrated from one system to another or even to other non-information technology system, so workers sometimes need to handle both paper and electronic documentation [9]-[11].

Complete HMIS integration was still a challenge in perfecting HMIS. Some hospital departments have yet to adopt information system in their services. If all departments were not completely using HMIS, the system will be ineffective because data became scattered in electronic format and conventional paper-based format [9].

In Indonesia, few resource and investment were given to HMIS development [1]-[9]. Inadequate resources allocation to succeed HMIS implementation can be seen from few information and communication technology staff to assist trouble, not sufficiently equipped Information Technology (IT) infrastructure, and low HMIS maintenance [1]-[3]-[5]-[6]-[9]. Poor maintenance which resulted in poor connection or system error lead to strains between front office worker and patients during peak operation hours [5]. Dissatisfied patients can become reflection of low-quality services [4].

Most government had standard information which must be loaded inside HMIS. Research from Kenya showed only about half of the HMIS software were able to fulfill the information as contained in government policies [12]. Slow development of HMIS in developing countries can inhibit changeover between the new and old system [9].

3) Opportunities of HMIS implementation in developing countries

Changing to HMIS from conventional paper-based system was assessed as necessary. Developing countries were realized the need to embrace information and communication technologies to deal with healthcare problems such as access, quality, and cost [3]-[13]. Healthcare delivery will greatly be affected, if accurate records were not maintained properly, or patients got different care when they got services from other departments [3]. In Kenya, those views already considered by healthcare providers, which can open the opportunity for HMIS to join the industry [3]-[4].

Globally there was escalation in competitiveness and advancement of hospital industry technology [10]. Hospital in developing countries demanded to follow the industry trend to provide quality patients care [3]-[10]. Maximal utilization of data that had been recorded by HMIS can bring benefits for healthcare needs in bigger scale. The data can be aggregated on national or global level for decision-making process [12].

Indonesia government issued policies related to HMIS. The Act of Republic Indonesia No 44/2009 article 52 verse (1) stated that every hospital is obliged to conduct the recording and reporting of its activities and process. Recording and reporting which are stated in the policy above supported by Regulation of Ministry of Health No. 82/2013 about Hospital Management Information System, which appealed every hospital in Indonesia to implement HMIS to support the service process, including recording and reporting [14]. Similar policies were also applied in various other developing countries [4]-[12].

Policies would greatly affect public government-owned hospitals into changing their system, because they have obligation to comply with policies issued by government [4].
4) Threats of HMIS implementation in developing countries

In the most developing countries, use of computer in care delivery has not been a widespread practice. Adequate training is a necessary need to improve hospital workers skill [3]. In Indonesia, some research showed there was a lack of training for users to be completely proficient in operating HMIS [9]-[11]. Lack of training can threaten HMIS implementation from user aspect. The difficulties to operate HMIS by the users can stressed them and eventually lead to the possibility of resistance to use HMIS [12].

HMIS can be developed by the hospital itself or by third parties. Sometimes technology companies which developed HMIS underestimate the complexity of health domain, with assumption that if they manage to develop technology in another sector, then they will also succeed in health sector [3]. Another research showed that providers met some obstacles such as small number of successful programs, financial cost, and lack of technology advocates which slowed their progress [10].

Insufficient communication and collaboration across organization related to HMIS in developing countries inhibit the development of HMIS [6]. Most research showed there was a culture in healthcare setting, where workers were not used to using information and communication technology in their service process. Lack of senior management support is often stated as the number one cause of information and communication technology program failures [3].

Evidence from Indonesia and India showed that written guidelines, supervision, and feedback from upper management were considered as lacking even they greatly affects compliance of HMIS [5]-[13]. Good guidelines, supervision, and feedback can cope with workers lack of knowledge, especially about what should be documented and how to do the right documentation. Overall, all threats that have been explained above, if not handled well would lead to hospital officer resistance in using HMIS [11].

B. Critical Success Factors (CSF’s) for HMIS implementation

Critical success factors (CSF’s) were formulated based on SWOT analysis above. Table I below showed each CSF’s in HMIS implementation, from strength, weakness, opportunity, and threat elements. CSF’s from strength and opportunities are considered positive (+) factors which will succeed HMIS if implemented. On the contrary, CSF’s from weakness and threat are considered negative (-) factors which will make HMIS implementation failed if not handled.

Table I CSF’s in HMIS Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Indonesia</th>
<th>Malaysia</th>
<th>Thailand</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>Kenya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Strengths (+)**   | - Current HMIS was able to provide accurate data, timely available, and easier retrieval compared to old paper-based system  
- New prescription using information technology system reduce the medical error caused by illegible prescription | - Current HMIS was able to provide accurate data, timely available, and easier retrieval compared to old paper-based system  
- Information can be retrieved from one place compared to conventional paper-based method | - Current HMIS was able to provide accurate data, timely available, and easier retrieval compared to old paper-based system  
- Stable connection compared to another developing countries  
- New prescription using information technology system reduce the medical error caused by illegible prescription | - Current HMIS was able to provide accurate data, timely available, and easier retrieval compared to old paper-based system  
- New prescription using information technology system reduce the medical error caused by illegible prescription | - Current HMIS was able to provide accurate data, timely available, and easier retrieval compared to old paper-based system  
- Providers were able to develop user-friendly system |
| **Weaknesses (-)**  | - Insufficient funding and investment  
- Lack of infrastructure  
- Unintegrated system  
- Inadequate ICT staff  
- Unskilled personnel who operate HMIS  
- Slow new and old system transition | - Lack of infrastructure  
- Inadequate ICT staff  
- Unskilled personnel who operate HMIS | - Lack of infrastructure  
- Inadequate ICT staff  
- Unskilled personnel who operate HMIS | - Health data generated by HMIS barely used by decision-makers  
- Lack of infrastructure  
- Unskilled personnel who operate HMIS  
- Information provided did not follow current standard  
- Poor Construction quality | |
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### Opportunities (+)
- Government already issued policies and guidelines to promote HMIS implementation
- Global competition in hospitals industry
- Data generated by HMIS can be aggregated on national

### Threats (-)
- The use of computer in healthcare setting was not a widespread practice
- Lack of training to increase personnel proficiency in operating HMIS
- Weak communication and collaboration related to HMIS
- Lack of written guidelines, supervision, and feedback from upper management

---

Every developing country above already has HMIS which had the abilities to provide accurate data, timely available, and easier retrieval compared to old paper-based system.

HMIS in Indonesia, Thailand, and India also have new prescription system which can become solution of illegible prescription. Malaysia had HMIS which can be retrieved information from one place, and Kenya had HMIS that user-friendly. Thailand has stable internet connection to support HMIS operation. Each of evidence mentioned before were positive CSF’s from strengths element which can be adopted and strengthened in order to succeeding HMIS implementation in developing countries.

Lack of infrastructure to support HMIS and unskilled personnel who operate HMIS are considered the weaknesses of HMIS implementation in almost all developing countries. Studies from Indonesia, Malaysia, and India showed Information Communication Technology (ICT) staffs were lacking in giving assistance when necessary. Insufficient funding and investment in HMIS development, unintegrated system, and slow old and new system transition were weaknesses found in Indonesia. Health data generated by HMIS barely used by decision makers and poor connection quality were weaknesses found in Kenya. The weaknesses of HMIS implementation in those countries were negative CSF’s and need to be handled in order to avoid failure in HMIS implementation.

Government from all countries in this study already issued policies and guidelines to promote HMIS in healthcare industry. Global competition in healthcare industry push hospitals in all countries to immediately adopt information and communication technology in their services. Study in Indonesia showed data generated by HMIS can be aggregated on national level. Healthcare providers in Kenya already put attention to IT importance in their services. Those statement were positive CSF’s from opportunities perspective which will support the HMIS implementation. The use of computer in healthcare setting was not a widespread practice in most developing countries. Weak communication and collaboration across organization regarded to HMIS became major threat which inhibit the implementation of HMIS. There were lack of guidelines, supervision, and feedback from upper management in studies from Indonesia and Kenya. Lack of personnel training persists in Indonesia. In Kenya, technology companies which provide HMIS often underestimate healthcare services complexity. Situation as mentioned before were negative CSF’s from threat element and it was important to confront it in order to avoid failure in HMIS implementation.
**IV. DISCUSSION**

Overall Hospital Management Information System (HMIS) can give many benefits for business process in hospitals which can improve healthcare services provided by hospitals [1]-[3],[9]-[15]. Although some studies showed HMIS still imperfect, but it still superior compared to the old paper-based system. While considered as superior, the transition of the new and old system is still facing many difficulties. Many factors contribute to the transition difficulties, from the system imperfectness until the culture in healthcare setting itself that still not used to technology practices in services delivery, for example in hospital’s logistics [9]-[10]-[16].

Competition in healthcare industries including hospitals became one of the driving factors that makes hospital should consider immediate adoption and perfecting their management information system. HMIS implementation became a need in order to increase their competitiveness in the industry. This situation was an opportunity for HMIS itself to be implemented immediately in all hospitals [3]-[4]-[10]-[12]-[14].

The benefits of HMIS not only can be obtained by hospital but also by health sector across national level or even global level. The data recorded by HMIS was easier to be disseminated compared to the data recorded by paper. Stakeholders and any other decision maker can use the data to improve and develop healthcare as whole [3].

To achieve perfect HMIS, management need to invest more resources and funds on information and communication technology (ICT) department. In developing countries, ICT investment is considered less popular compared to another sectors. Extra investment in technology can give benefits in long-term adoption [1]-[9].

A certain level of proficiency is necessary to operate HMIS. Training is one of the solutions to teach new skills to users. Unfortunately, the trainings for users to master HMIS were still lacking in the most study. Untrained users will face difficulty in operating HMIS and can result in user resistance to using HMIS [3]-[9].

Government have a big part in the HMIS implementation. Policies and guidelines issued by government will help HMIS implemented in the healthcare services. Policies which issued by government have power to make hospitals, especially government-owned public hospital to comply with those policies. Various developing countries already issued policies and guidelines to promote the importance to implement HMIS in the healthcare delivery [4]-[12]-[14].

**V. CONCLUSION**

Information technology implementation in hospital unavoidably will be beneficial for many parties. In order to succeed it, communication and collaboration from various sectors were necessary so that HMIS can be developed perfectly. Further studies are required to explore HMIS implementation more deeply. Overall, despite the boundaries holding back HMIS implementation, the healthcare industries trend showed the needs for hospitals to implement information technology in their services.
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